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Abstract

We study the output-sensitive computation of all the combinations of edges and concave vertices
of a simple polygon that allow an immobilizing grasp with less than four frictionless point con-
tacts. More specifically, ifn is the number of edges, andm is the number of concave vertices of
the polygon, we show how to compute:

• in O(m4/3 log1/3 m + K) time, all K combinations that allow aform-closuregrasp with
two contacts;

• in O(n2 log4 m + K) time, allK combinations that allow aform-closuregrasp withthree
contacts;

• in O(n log4 m + (nm)2/3 log2+δ m + K) time, allK combinations of one concave vertex
and one edge that allow a grasp with one contact on the vertex and one contact on the interior
of the edge, satisfyingCzyzowicz’sweaker conditions for immobilization;

• in O(n2 log3 n + K) time, allK combinations of three edges that allow a grasp with one
contact on the interior of each edge, satisfyingCzyzowicz’sweaker conditions for immobi-
lization.

1 Introduction

Many applications such as robot hand grasping and manufacturing operations require an object to be
immobilized, such that any motion of the object violates the rigidity of the object or the contacts. An
attractive theoretical model for immobility was formulated by Reuleaux in 1876 [21]. He defines a
rigid body to be inform closureif a set of contacts along its boundary constrains all finite and in-
finitesimalmotions of the body. This notion is stronger than immobility, as for instance an equilateral
triangle with a point contact in the middle of each edge is immobilized, but is not in form closure (it
permits an infinitesimal rotation around its center). Form closure depends only on the position of the
contacts and their normals, and is invariant with respect tothe curvature of body and contacts. This is
not true for immobility in general: if we replace the equilateral triangle in the example by its inscribed
circle, contacts and normals remain identical, but the bodyis no longer immobilized.

Markenscoff et al. [14] and Mishra et al. [16] independentlyshowed that, with the exception of
a circle, any two-dimensional body can be put in form closurewith four frictionless point contacts,
and that almost any three-dimensional body can be put in formclosure with seven such contacts. We
will call a configuration of frictionless point contacts that put an object in form closure aform-closure
grasp.
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We consider the problem of computing all form-closure grasps of a polygonal part. The availabil-
ity of all grasps of a certain part allows a user—usually a machinist—to select the grasps that best
meet specific additional requirements, such as accessibility, which may vary from one operation to
another. As the computation of all grasps along a given combination of edges and vertices can be
accomplished in constant time [17, 26], the algorithmic challenge is to efficiently report all combina-
tions of edges and vertices that yield at least one grasp. Since placing a contact at a convex vertex
may damage the part, convex vertices are not generally accepted as contact positions, so we restrict
the search to combinations of edges and/or concave vertices.

An algorithm to compute, for a simple polygon withn edges, all the edge combinations that have
a form-closure grasp with four frictionless contacts was presented by van der Stappen et al. [26]. The
algorithm runs inO(n2+ε + K) time, whereK is the number of edge quadruples reported. Brost and
Goldberg [3] studied the same problem in modular settings, where the contact positions are restricted
to a grid.

Fewer than four point contacts may suffice for form closure ifthe object has concave vertices.1

Informally speaking, such vertices allow to have two contacts at the price of one, as a contact at a
concave vertex can be regarded as lying on both incident edges or arcs. Form-closure grasps involving
concave vertices were first studied by Gopalakrishnan and Goldberg [10], who gave anO(m2) time
algorithm to find allK concave vertex pairs that allow a two-contact form-closuregrasp, wherem is
the number of concave vertices of the polygon. In Section 2, we improve this toO(m4/3 log1/3 m +
K). All combinations of one concave vertex and two edges can be reported using a generalization of
the algorithm by van der Stappen et al. We improve on that by presenting anO(n2 log4 m + K) time
algorithm. Furthermore, we show how to report all combinations of two concave vertices and one
edge inO(n2 logδ m+m2 log4 n+K) time, and finally, all combinations of three concave vertices in
O(m2 log3 m) time. In total, we find allK combinations of three concave vertices and/or edges that
allow a three-contact form-closure grasp in timeO(n2 log4 m + K).

In Section 3, we turn our attention away from form closure to adifferent condition for immobility.
Czyzowicz et al. [6] provided a necessary and sufficient geometric condition for a simple polygon to be
immobilized by three point contacts. Analogous to the above, we call a configuration of frictionless
point contacts that immobilizes a rigid body according to this geometric condition animmobility
grasp. A more general analysis applicable to arbitrary objects was given by Rimon and Burdick [22,
23, 24], who define the termsecond-order immobility, as it not only takes position and normal, but
also curvature of object, contacts, and possible motions into account. Note that all form-closure grasps
are also immobility grasps.

For a simplen-vertex polygon without parallel edges, an algorithm that reports all the edge
triples that yield at least one immobility grasp was given byvan der Stappen et al. [26]. Its run-
ning time isO(n2 log2 n + K ′), whereK ′ is the number of triples considered according to some
criterion. This criterion is necessary, but not sufficient,so the algorithm may return triples that do
not yield immobility grasps. We resolve this shortcoming bygiving a truly output-sensitive algo-
rithm with a running time ofO(n2 log3 n + K), whereK is the number of edge triples such that
we can immobilize the object with a contact on the interior ofeach edge. Furthermore, we give an
O(n log4 m + (nm)2/3 log2+δ m + K)-time algorithm to report all combinations of an edge and a
concave vertex that yield an immobility grasp.

Note that in general, a polygon is not guaranteed to allow anytwo- or three-point immobility

1Fewer than four point contacts also suffice for form closure if there is friction between the contacts and the object.
Several researchers studied what is—in the presence of friction—often referred to as force-closure grasps. Non-output-
sensitive algorithms exist for computing (subsets of) all such grasps of planar objects with two (see e.g. [5, 11, 19]) and
three (see e.g. [18, 13]) contacts, and with parallel-jaw grippers [20].
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grasps. For example, a square cannot be immobilized withouta contact on each side. However, for
polygons without parallel edges, Czyzowicz et al. [6] showed that there must be at least one three-
point immobility grasp—and it will be reported by our algorithms.

2 On Form-Closure Grasps with Less than Four Contacts

In this section we will explain how to find all combinations ofconcave vertices and (possibly) edges
that allow a two- or three-point form-closure grasp. We willfirst explain how we can characterize
such combinations in general, and introduce a few data structures that we need for our algorithms. It
will become clear that there are four cases to distinguish:

• pairs of concave vertices;

• triples of one concave vertex and two edges;

• triples of two concave vertices and one edge;

• triples of concave vertices.

For each of these cases, we will give an efficient algorithm toreport all combinations that yield a
form-closure grasp.

2.1 Characterization of Form-Closure Grasps

When a forceF is applied to an objectP at positionp = (px, py), it will make the object translate
and/or rotate. The translation is determined by the force vector f = (fx, fy). The rotation is deter-
mined by the torquef × p. The full effect is awrench, which is described as a three-dimensional
vectorwF = (fx, fy, f × p) in wrench space. A contactCi at positionpi can apply force in the
inward normal directionn(pi) = (nx(pi), ny(pi)) of the boundary ofP atpi. This results in a wrench
λiwi, wherewi = (nx(pi), ny(pi), n(pi) × pi) is the “unit wrench” of contactCi, andλi > 0 is the
magnitude of the force applied byCi. Our results on form-closure grasps are based on the following
characterization of form closure [9, 16, 17, 25].

Theorem 2.1 Given a set ofk > 4 wrenchesw1, w2, · · ·wk on an objectP . Then the following three
conditions are equivalent:

(i) P is in form closure.

(ii) Any wrenchwF can be written as−wF = λ1w1 + · · · + λkwk, with λi > 0.

(iii) The origin O lies in theinterior of the convex hull ofw1, w2, · · · , wk.

The equivalence of (i) and (ii) relies on the fact that the contacts together can be seen to apply any
wrench that is a non-negative combination of the individualcontact wrenches. Intuitively,P is in form
closure if and only if any wrench applied toP can be cancelled by such a non-negative combination
of contact wrenches. The theorem implies that the magnitudes of wrench vectors are not important;
only the direction matters. Hence, from here on, we only workwith wrenches with unit force vectors.

The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) can be verified easily. Notethat if the origin lies on thebound-
ary of the convex hull ofw1, w2, · · · , wk, the object is not in form-closure, but it may still satisfy
Czyzowicz’s conditions for immobility—such cases are treated in Section 3.
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When we place a point contact at a concave vertexp incident to edgese1 ande2, it provides a range
of wrenches. On one extreme, there is the wrenchw1 determined byp and the inward normaln1 of
e1. On the other extreme, there is the wrenchw2 determined byp and the inward normaln2 of e2. The
other wrenches provided by the concave vertex are found as weturn the direction of the force fromn1

towardsn2. These wrenches can all be expressed as a positive linear combinationλ1w1 + λ2w2, with
λ1 > 0 andλ2 > 0. Therefore these intermediate wrenches can be ignored: they do not contribute
anything to the satisfiability of condition (ii) in Theorem 2.1, so we can view a concave vertex as a
contact that provides a pair of contact wrenchesw1 andw2.

We may achieve form closure with less than four point contacts by taking advantage of concave
vertices: thus, two or three contacts can provide up to six wrenches. We will compute all form-closure
grasps using concave vertices by finding all combinations ofsingle wrenches, provided by edge con-
tacts, and pairs of wrenches, provided by concave vertices,that satisfy the condition in Theorem 2.1.
Observe that there are four cases to distinguish:

• two point contactscan only provide enough wrenches if both of them are in a concave vertex;

• three point contacts that provide four wrenches, that is two edge contacts and one contact in a
concave vertex;

• three point contacts that provide five wrenches, that is one edge contact and two contacts in
concave vertices;

• three point contacts that provide six wrenchesby means of three contacts in concave vertices.

Note that the fact that four wrenches suffice to keep an objectin form closure does not imply that
there must be redundant wrenches in the latter cases. For example, if we take three lines through the
origin in wrench space and place, on each line, a wrench on each side of the origin, their convex hull
contains the origin in its interior. But no subset of four or five of these wrenches contains the origin
in the interior of its convex hull.

2.2 Pairs of Concave Vertices

In the following, we define the segmentpq to be therelatively opensegment connectingp andq, that
is, the setpq := {λp + (1 − λ)q | 0 < λ < 1}. We need a simple geometric lemma.

Lemma 2.1 Let w1, w2, w3, w4 be four points inR3. The originO lies in the interior of the convex
hull of w1, . . . , w4 if and only if there are pointsp12 ∈ w1w2 andp34 ∈ w3w4 such thatO ∈ p12p34.

Proof: The “if” direction is trivial, so let us only prove the “only if” direction.
Suppose the originO lies strictly inside the tetrahedron formed byw1, w2, w3 andw4—see Fig-

ure 1. Consider the planeΠ containingw1, w2, andO. It intersects the segmentw3w4 in a pointp34.
The intersection of the tetrahedron withΠ is the triangle△w1w2p34. The pointO lies in the interior
of this triangle, so the line throughO andp34 intersectsw1w2 in the required pointp12.

We now build ascreenΓ in wrench space. In wrench space, the horizontal dimensionsx andy
represent the direction of the force applied by a wrench, while the vertical dimensionz represents
the torque that is caused by a wrench. The screenΓ consists of two vertically infinite slabs, namely
Γ1 := {(x, 1, z) | −1 < x < 1 + ε, z ∈ R} andΓ2 := {(−1, y, z) | −1 < y < 1 + ε, z ∈ R}, where
ε is an arbitrarily small constant, which we will explain later.
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Figure 1: The originO lies in the interior of the convex hull ofw1, . . . , w4 if and only if there are
pointsp12 ∈ w1w2 andp34 ∈ w3w4 such thatO ∈ p1p2.

We will project wrenchesw that do not lie on thez-axis ontoΓ as follows. The projectionπi(w)
of w on Γi is the intersection, if it exists, ofΓi with the line throughw and the originO. If w lies
betweenO andπi(w), we colorπi(w) black. If O lies betweenw andπi(w), we colorπi(w) gray.
It is easy to see that for each wrenchw, at least one ofπ1(w) andπ2(w) exists. Note that we do not
need to consider wrenches that lie on thez-axis, as the point contacts are unable to apply torque to the
object without pushing it.

A segmentw1w2 is projected ontoΓ by projecting each pointw ∈ w1w2. Note that a segment
w1w2 representing a concave vertex will never intersect thez-axis, since the angle between the di-
rection of the forces inw1 andw2 must be less thanπ. The complete projectionπ(w1w2) consists
of at most four segments onΓ: one of each color on each part of the screen—see Figure 2. This is
wereε has its purpose in the construction of the screen: by making the screens just a little bigger than
two units wide, we do not have to worry about interior points of edges becoming end points in the
projection. They will always be interior points in the projection on at least one screen.

Lemma 2.2 Given an object with four contact wrenchesw1, w2, w3, w4. The object is in form-closure
if and only if the interior of a gray part ofπ(w1w2) intersects the interior of a black part ofπ(w3w4),
or vice versa.

Proof: By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1, the object is in form closure if and only if there exist
p12 ∈ w1w2 and p34 ∈ w3w4 such thatO ∈ p12p34. This implies that neitherw1w2 nor w3w4

passes through the origin. Furthermore, on a screenΓi whereπi(p12) exists (which must be true for
at least one of the screensΓ1 andΓ2), we must haveπi(p12) = πi(p34) (since they lie on the same
line through the origin) and the colors of these projectionsdiffer (since they lie on different sides of
the origin)— see Figure 3.

We now have all the ingredients for an efficient algorithm that reports all pairs of concave vertices
that allow a form-closure grasp by placing two frictionlesspoint contacts at these vertices. We assume
that the concave vertices have already been identified. For each concave vertexp, we compute the two
wrenchesw1(p) andw2(p) corresponding to it, and project the segmentw1(p)w2(p) onto Γ. Let
s(p) := π(w1(p)w2(p)) be the projection. By Lemma 2.2, two concave verticesp and q have a
form-closure grasp if and only if the interiors ofs(p) ands(q) form a gray-black intersection inΓ.

The family{s(p)} consists of at most4m gray and black segments inΓ, wherem is the number
of concave vertices ofP . It remains to compute all gray-black intersections in thisset, a problem that
can be solved in timeO(m4/3 log1/3 m+K), using the solution by Agarwal [1] with the improvement
by Chazelle [4] (Chazelle’s description mentions colorblind intersections only, but his approach also
works for gray-black intersections).
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Γ1

Γ2

w1

w2

O

π2(w2)

π2(w1)

Figure 2: The screenΓ, with the projection ofπ(w1w2) of w1w2. In this case, the projection consists
of three segments: one black segment onΓ1 (partially hidden behindΓ2 in the figure), and a black
and a gray segment onΓ2.

Theorem 2.2 Given a polygon withm concave vertices, allK form-closure grasps formed by two
concave vertices can be computed in timeO(m4/3 log1/3 m + K).

2.3 Triples of One Concave Vertex and Two Edges

Form closure may also be achieved by placing three frictionless point contacts, one at a concave
vertex p, and one each on two edgese1 and e2. We now give an algorithm to report all such
triples (p, e1, e2). Again, we have four wrenches:w1 ∈ ê1, w2 ∈ ê2, and the two wrenchesw1(p)
andw2(p) corresponding to the concave vertexp. Here, ê is the set of wrenches corresponding to
the possible placement of contacts on the interior of edgee. All such wrenches have a common force
vector, sôe is a vertical segment in wrench space.

Let r(e1, e2) :=
⋃{π(w1w2) | w1 ∈ ê1, w2 ∈ ê2}. The regionr(e1, e2) is the union of at most

four relatively open trapezoids with two vertical sides, where each trapezoid is either all gray or all
black. For a concave vertexp, let s(p) be as above in Section 2.2. By Lemma 2.2, a triple(p, e1, e2)
allows a form-closure grasp if and only if a black part ofs(p) intersects a gray trapezoid ofr(e1, e2),
or vice versa. Observe that the edges ofP defineO(n2) trapezoids: at most four trapezoids for each
pair of edges.

It remains to solve the following problem: given a set ofm line segments and a set ofO(n2)
trapezoids, find all intersections between a line segment and a trapezoid. We observe that a segments
intersects a trapezoidr if and only if the midpoint ofs lies in r, or s intersects one of the sides ofr.
We test the two cases separately.
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p12

w3

w4

p34
π1(w1w2)

π1(w3w4)

Figure 3:π1(w1w2) andπ1(w3w4) intersect, and their colors differ. Therefore, the originO must lie
in the interior of the convex hull ofw1, . . . , w4.

For the first we are going to use atriangle search structure, which stores a setP of points inR
2

and supports queries of the following form: given a query triangle∆, report the points in∆ ∩ P .
For the second we will use asegment intersection structurethat stores a setS of line segments in
R

2, and supports queries of the form: given a query segmentq, report all segmentss ∈ S with
s ∩ q 6= ∅. For both data structures, there are several alternatives.However, in this paper, we will
stick to data structures based on Matoušek’s hierarchial cuttings [15], because of the good bounds on
the preprocessing time. This works well for our application, but if the number of concave vertices
m is very small in comparison to the number of edgesn, slightly better solutions may be possible
by choosing data structures with slightly more preprocessing time—see, for example, the survey by
Agarwal and Erickson [2].

Matoušek explains how we can build, for any setP of m points in the plane, and a prescribed
parametert such thatlog m 6 t 6 m, a tree of heightO(log m) with the following properties:

• the number of nodes at depthi is O(ρ2i), for some constantρ; each nodev at depthi has an
associated subsetPv of P of sizeO(m/ρi);

• there areO((m/t)2) leavesv, and their setsPv have sizeO(t);

• for any halfplaneH, the points inP ∩ H are exactly the points in the sets associated with a set
of non-leaf nodes (one node at each depth in the tree), plus some or all of the points in a single
leaf. The set of non-leaf nodes and the leaf can be identified in O(log m) time.

The tree can be built inO(m2/t) time.2 If we just store the setsPv explicitely, this tree can obviously

2Matoušek’s theorems are in fact far more general than this,but to keep it simple, we rephrased it with restrictions to
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be used to answer halfplane range reporting queries inO(log m + t + k) = O(t + k) time: find the
leaf, check its complete contents, and find the non-leaf nodes, and just report their complete contents.

To extend this approach to a triangle search or segment intersection structure, we proceed as
follows. We generalize the above tree a little bit. Instead of points p, we store tuples of points
(p1, ..., ph). The halfplane property of the tree will now read as: “For anyhalfplaneH, the tuples
{(p1, ..., ph)|p1 ∈ H} are exactly the tuples...”. We call such a tree an order-1 tree. A tree of order
j, for j > 1, will be just like an order-1 tree, with two exceptions. First, and most important: each
setPv for a nodev of the order-j tree will be stored as a tree of order(j − 1) on the tuples inPv.
Second, the halfplane property now reads as: “For any halfplaneH, the tuples{(p1, ..., ph)|pj ∈ H}
are exactly the tuples...”.

Lemma 2.3 A tree of order(j − 1):

• can be built in timeO(m2(logj−1 m)/t), and

• can be used to report, for any set ofj halfplanes(H1, ...,Hj), all tuples{(p1, ..., ph)|∀16i6j pi ∈
Hi}, in timeO(t logj−1 m + k), wherek is the number of tuples reported.

Proof: We proof the lemma by induction onj.
For j = 1, it is obviously true.
The construction of a tree of orderj > 1, consists of the construction of the main structure, in

O(m2/t) time, and the construction of the associated trees of order(j−1). By the induction hypothe-
sis, the construction of an order-(j−1) tree at depthi in the order-j tree takesO((m/ρi)2(logj−2 m)/t)
time. The construction times thus add up to:

O

(

m2

t

)

+

O(log m)
∑

i=0

O(ρ2i)O

(

(

m

ρi

)2 logj−2 m

t

)

= O

(

m2 logj−1 m

t

)

The search in an order-j tree withHj yieldsO(log m) nodes whose order-(j − 1) trees have to be
searched. By the induction hypothesis, searching the order-(j − 1) trees costsO(t logj−2 m + k) for
each tree, which adds up toO(t logj−1 m + k). Furthermore, one leaf of sizet has to be searched, for
a cost ofO(t), so that the total time spent searching isO(t logj−1 m + k).

Settingt to log m, we find that an order-j tree can be built inO(m2 logj−2 m) time and answers
queries inO(logj m + k) time.

We can use this structure as a triangle search structure by storing each pointp as a tuple(p, p, p)
in a tree of order 3. The construction time isO(m2 log m), and we can search for pointsp that lie in
the intersection of three halfplanes (such as triangles) inO(log3 m + k) time.

We can also use it as a segment intersection structure, as follows (following the same transforma-
tion as, for example, in [2]). Assume that there are no vertical segments (if there are vertical segments,
we must turn everything just a little bit to prevent degeneracies). We build an order-4 tree, storing each
line segments = s0s1 as a tuple(l∗(s), l∗(s), s0, s1), wherel∗(s) = (a, b) is the dual of the support-
ing line l(s) : y = ax + b of s. Observe that a query segmentq = q0q1 intersectss if and only if the
following two conditions are met:

• s0 lies abovel(q) while s1 lies belowl(q) (or the other way around), and

match our purposes.
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• q0 lies abovel(s) while q1 lies belowl(s), or equivalently:l∗(s) lies below the dual lineq∗0 of
q0 and above the dual lineq∗1 of q1 (or the other way around).

An intersection query with a line segment can thus be formulated as a query with four halfplanes,
bounded byq∗0, q∗1, andl(q) (twice), in the order-4 tree storing tuples(l∗(s), l∗(s), s0, s1). Such a tree
is built in timeO(m2 log2 m), and a query is answered inO(log4 m + k) time.3

To return to solving our original problem: we build, inO(m2 log m) time, a triangle search struc-
ture on the set of midpoints of the segments: this permits queries with a trapezoid (by decomposing it
into triangles), identifying thek points inside the trapezoid inO(log3 m + k) time. Furthermore, we
build, in O(m2 log2 m) time, a segment intersection structure for segment intersection queries on the
segments that represent the concave vertices. Finding allk segments intersecting a given trapezoid
boundary takesO(log4 m + k) time.

To find all thek segments intersecting a given trapezoid, we query both datastructures, in total
timeO(log4 m + k). Since there areO(n2) trapezoids, this takes timeO(n2 log4 m + K).

Theorem 2.3 Given a polygon withm concave vertices andn edges, allK combinations of one
concave vertex and two edges, such that one contact on the vertex and one each on the interior of
each edge can put the object in form closure, can be computed in timeO(n2 log4 m + K).

2.4 Triples of Two Concave Vertices and One Edge

Placing two point contacts at a pair of concave verticesp, q may not achieve form closure. Placing
one more contact in the interior of an appropriate edgee, however, can achieve form closure withp
andq. Here, we present an algorithm to report all such triples(p, q, e).

Consider a pair of concave verticesp, q that does not achieve form closure. Letw1, w2 andw3, w4

be the wrenches induced byp andq, respectively, and letW := {w1, w2, w3, w4}. By Theorem 2.1
the originO does not lie in the interior of the convex hull ofW . An additional edge contact achieves
form closure if and only ifO lies in the interior of the convex hull ofW ∪{w}, wherew is the wrench
induced by the contact.

Let W ′ := W ∪ {O}. The convex hull ofW ′ is a convex polytope with four or five vertices,4 one
of which isO. Consider a facetfi incident toO, and letHi be the open half-space bounded by the
supporting plane offi not containingW ′. If O lies in the interior of the convex hull ofW ∪ {w}, for
somew, thenw ∈ Hi for all i’s. Conversely, if this is true for every facet incident toO, thenO does
lie in the interior of the convex hull ofW ∪ {w}.

It follows that an edgee can achieve form closure together withp andq if and only if the wrench
space segment̂e intersects the intersection of three or four half-spaces. The bounding planes of these
half-spaces pass throughO, so we can again project everything onto a two-dimensional screen. Here,
we do not wish to identify wrenches that are symmetric aroundthe origin, so we use a screenΓ′

enclosing the origin as follows:

Γ′ := {(x, y, z)|max(|x|, |y|) = 1, z ∈ R}.
3Matoušek improves the construction time for the triangle search structure toO(m2 logδ m) (with the same query

time); the same technique could be used to improve the construction time for the segment intersection structure to
O(m2 log1+δ m). However, these improvements don’t affect our final bounds,so we will ignore them for simplicity.

4If W ′ has four vertices, one of the wrenches is redundant. This means that form closure could also be achieved by
placing point contacts one, at one of the verticesp or q, and on one of the edges incident to the other vertex. This triple
will be reported by the algorithm given above for finding all combinations of one concave vertex and two edges that yield a
form-closure grasp.
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To prevent degeneracies, we would turn the screen a little sothat no segment is projected onto an edge
of the screen. We project then segmentŝe ontoΓ′, build a triangle search structure on their endpoints,
and a segment intersection structure on the segments themselves.

For the triangle search structure we use a structure by Matoušek again; however, this time we use
the variant that allows us to balance preprocessing and query time. More precisely, we can choose
a parameterM (in fact the size of the structure) such thatn 6 M 6 n2, and will get a prepro-
cessing time ofO(n1+δ + M logδ n), for an arbitrarily small constantδ > 0, and a query time of
O((n/

√
M) log3 M

n + k). We chooseM = n2/ logδ
m n, to get a preprocessing time which is, in

any case,O(n2 logδ m), and a query time ofO((log
δ/2
m n) log3 n + k). With δ 6 2 this is certainly

O(log4 n + k).
Before we choose the segment intersection structure, observe that all segments to be stored are

vertical. A query segmentq = q0q1, whereqi = (x(qi), y(qi)), intersects a stored segments = s0s1,
wheresi = (x(s), y(si)), if and only if the following two conditions are met:

• s0 lies abovel(q) while s1 lies belowl(q) (or the other way around), and

• x(s) lies betweenx(q0) andx(q1).

Therefore, we can solve our query problem with an order-2 structure, as explained in the previous
section. The structure stores tuples(s0, s1), and stores the setsPv associated with internal nodes in
order-1 trees sorted byx-coordinate. We can pre-sort all segments byx-coordinate as an initialization
step, and keep them sorted while distributing and copying them to subtrees, so that no further sorting
is necessary. Thus, the complete structure can be constructed in the same time bound as a normal
order-2 structure, that is,O(n2). The query time of an order-2 structure is normallyO(log2 n + k),
but in this case, we cannot just report all contents of the internal nodes found: we have to do a binary
search to report only those segments withx-coordinates betweenx(q0) andx(q1). This increases the
query time toO(log3 n + k).

In total, both data structures are built inO(n2 logδ m) time. We now consider each pair(p, q) of
concave vertices in turn. We compute the wrenchesW induced by the two vertices, the convex hull
of W ∪ {O}, and the intersectionR of the three or four relevant half-spaces. We then computeR′ :=
R∩ Γ′, a polygonal area of constant complexity. We triangulateR′, and find thek segment endpoints
inside R′ by triangle range queries in timeO(log4 n + k). Furthermore, we find allk segments
intersecting the boundary ofR′ in time O(log3 n + k) by a constant number of segment intersection
queries. Since there areΘ(m2) pairs of concave vertices, the total running time isO(n2 logδ m +
m2 log4 n + k).

To list all triples of two concave vertices and one edge that yield a form-closure grasp, we should
also run the algorithm of Section 2.2, to get, in timeO(m4/3 log1/3 m + k), all k pairs of concave
vertices that yield a form-closure grasp, and combine the result with every edge of the polygon.

Theorem 2.4 Given a polygon withm concave vertices andn edges, allK combinations of two
concave vertices and one edge, such that one contact each on each vertex and one contact on the
interior of the edge can put the object in form closure, can becomputed in timeO(n2 logδ m +
m2 log4 n + K).

It would be possible to trade some of the dependency onn in this bound for dependency onm,
by exploiting the trade-off between preprocessing and query time for triangle search and intersection
search structures. However, in the end it would not affect the final bounds for describing all three-
point form-closure grasps, as that requires running theO(n2 log4 m + K)-time algorithm from the
previous section anyway. The latter will dominate the boundon the total running time.
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2.5 Triples of Concave Vertices

A triple of concave vertices(p, q, r) induces six wrenchesw1, ..., w6. Three point contacts in these
vertices put an object in form closure if the convex hull of the six wrenches contains the origin in its
interior. We can distinguish two cases:

1. a subset of five wrenches already contains the origin in theinterior of its convex hull, and thus
achieves form closure;

2. no subset of five wrenches contains the origin in the interior of its convex hull.

In the first case, only two of the concave vertices contributetwo wrenches to the convex hull. The
contact in the third vertex contributes only one wrench: it could just as well have been placed close
by on the corresponding edge which is incident to that vertex. The first case is thus very similar to
the case discussed in Section 2.4. The algorithm of that section can easily be adapted to list all such
cases. We will just use the triangle search structure only, not the segment intersection structure, and
store only the edge end points that are actually concave vertices. Building the data structure takes
O(m2 logδ m) time; we doO(m2) queries inO(log3 m + k) time each; thus, we can list all triples of
concave vertices of the first case in timeO(m2 log3 m + K).

For the second case, we will make use of the following lemma from the theory of positive bases [7,
12]:

Lemma 2.4 LetS be any set of six points inR3 such that the convex hull ofS contains the origin in
its interior, but no subset of five points ofS contains the origin in the interior of its convex hull. It
follows thatS consists of six points on three lines through the origin: on each line, one point to each
side of the origin.

It follows that the wrenches induced by the three concave vertices must form three pairs of opposite
wrenches. Since no vertex contact could induce opposite wrenches itself, it follows that we are looking
for triples(p, q, r) wherew1(q) = −w2(p), w1(r) = −w2(q), andw1(p) = −w2(r).

A straightforward algorithm is now as follows. We sort all wrenches induced by concave vertices
lexicographically. For every concave vertexp, we search in the sorted list for matching verticesq, that
is, verticesq with w1(q) = −w2(p). For each vertexq found, we do another search for a vertexr such
thatw1(r) = −w2(q) andw2(r) = −w1(p). If such a vertexr is found, we report the triple(p, q, r).

The sorting is done inO(m log m) time. The query forq, and testing for a matchingr, takes
O(log m) time per candidate-q which is tested, which amounts toO(m log m) in the worst case.
Searching for matchingq andr for each vertexp thus takesO(m2 log m) time.

In total, both cases can be dealt with inO(m2 log3 m + K) time.

Theorem 2.5 Given a polygon withm concave vertices andn vertices in total, allK form-closure
grasps formed by three concave vertices can be computed in timeO(m2 log3 m + K).

3 Computing All Immobility Grasps

In this section we will explain how to find combinations of three edges and combinations of a concave
vertex and an edge, that allow a three- or two-point immobility grasp, respectively.

We first introduce some notations and definitions used in thissection. Let the edges of the simple
polygonP be oriented counter-clockwise aroundP , that is,P lies locally to the left of each edge.
We denote the line orthogonal to an edgee through the start and end point ofe by s0(e) ands1(e),
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Figure 5: (a) A polygon with directed edges, oriented such that e is on they-axis, pointing upward.
(b) The edges inL, and (c) inU .

respectively. Let̂s(e) be the relatively open infinite slab bounded bys0(e) and s1(e), that is, the
union of all lines that are orthogonal to and intersect the interior of e (see Figure 6). Letl(e) be the
supporting line ofe, and letH(e) be the open half-plane bounded byl(e) lying locally to the left ofe,
that is, locally containingP (see Fig. 4). When the intersection ofH(e),H(e′) andH(e′′) forms a
(finite) triangle, thene, e′, ande′′ are said to be atriangular triple. (Compare Fig. 4 (a) with (b).)

3.1 Immobility Grasps with Three Contacts

A necessary and sufficient condition for three edges to have aconfiguration of three point contacts
that immobilizes a simple polygon is provided by Czyzowicz et al. [6].

Lemma 3.1 (Czyzowicz et al. [6]) There are three point contacts on the interior of three edgese, e′,
ande′′ that immobilize a polygon if and only if:

(i) ŝ(e) ∩ ŝ(e′) ∩ ŝ(e′′) 6= ∅ (common normal intersection condition), and

(ii) H(e) ∩ H(e′) ∩ H(e′′) is a triangle (triangular triple condition).

To find all such edge triples, we take a similar approach as in [26]. We find all the edge triples that
have a common normal intersection; among these, triangulartriples will be filtered out. The sketch of
the global approach is as follows. For each edgee of P , we build a data structure. It will be queried
with each of the remainingn− 1 edgese′, to report all edgese′′ such that the triple(e, e′, e′′) satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 3.1.

From now on, we focus on building and searching the data structure for a fixed edgee. We choose
a coordinate system such thatl(e) is they-axis, oriented in upward direction. We divide the remaining
edges into two groupsL(ower) andU (pper); when an edge forms an angle between−π

2 and π
2 with

the positivex-axis, it is inL, otherwise it is inU (see Fig. 5 (b) and (c)). We omit all vertical edges
from L andU , since they could never make a triangular triple withe and a third edge. Fori ∈ {0, 1},
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we definel′i andr′i as thex-coordinates of the left and right intersection points ofsi(e) and the slab
boundaries of̂s(e′). We definel′′0 , r′′0 , l′′1 andr′′1 for edgee′′ likewise—see Figure 6. The following is
a necessary and sufficient condition for three edges to have anon-empty common normal intersection
region.

Lemma 3.2 Two slabŝs(e′) and ŝ(e′′) have a common intersection witĥs(e) if and only if one of the
following is true:

(i) l′0 < r′′0 ∧ l′′1 < r′1

(ii) l′′0 < r′0 ∧ l′1 < r′′1

Proof: We will first prove that if one of the conditions (i) or (ii) is met, there is a common intersec-
tion. After that we will prove that if neither of the conditions is fulfilled, there cannot be a common
intersection.

The “if” direction: the two cases are identical except fore′ ande′′ switching roles, so without loss
of generality, we restrict ourselves to the first case. Condition (i) implies that the line segmentsl′0r

′
1

andr′′0 l′′1 intersect (see Figure 6 for an example). The first line segment lies completely insidês(e)
andŝ(e′); the second lies completely insidês(e) andŝ(e′′). Hence, their intersection lies in all three
slabs, which means that the intersection ofŝ(e), ŝ(e′) andŝ(e′′) is not empty.

The “only-if” direction: suppose neither condition (i) norcondition (ii) is true, i.e. the following
is true:

(l′0 > r′′0 ∨ l′′1 > r′1) ∧ (l′′0 > r′0 ∨ l′1 > r′′1)

Because by definition,r′0 > l′0 andr′′0 > l′′0 , we cannot simultaneously havel′0 > r′′0 and l′′0 > r′0.
Likewise, we cannot simultaneously havel′1 > r′′1 andl′′1 > r′1. It follows that the proposition above
is equivalent to:

(l′0 > r′′0 ∧ l′1 > r′′1) ∨ (l′′0 > r′0 ∧ l′′1 > r′1)

In other words: the left boundary of one slab ofŝ(e′) andŝ(e′′) lies to the right of the right boundary
of the other slab, and the situation is the same both at the intersection with the lower boundary ofŝ(e),
and at the intersection with the upper boundary ofŝ(e). It follows that the intersections of̂s(e′) and
ŝ(e′′) with ŝ(e) are disjoint.

So if there is a common intersection, at least one of the conditions must be fulfilled, and if at least
one of the conditions is fulfilled, there must be a common intersection.

Supposel(e′) is the line defined byy = a′x + b′, andl(e′′) is the line defined byy = a′′x + b′′.
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Lemma 3.3 H(e) ∩ H(e′) ∩ H(e′′) is a triangle if and only if one of the following is true:

(i) a′ < a′′ ∧ b′ < b′′ ∧ e′ ∈ L ∧ e′′ ∈ U

(ii) a′′ < a′ ∧ b′′ < b′ ∧ e′ ∈ U ∧ e′′ ∈ L

Proof: Let I ′ be the intersection(0, b′′) of l(e) andl(e′′); let I ′′ be the intersection(0, b′) of l(e) and
l(e′), and letI be the intersection(Ix, Iy) of l(e′) and l(e′′), whereIx = (b′′ − b′)/(a′ − a′′) and
Iy = a′Ix + b′ = a′′Ix + b′′ (see Figure 4). Observe thatH(e) ∩ H(e′) ∩ H(e′′) is a triangle if and
only if I ∈ H(e), I ′ ∈ H(e′) andI ′′ ∈ H(e′′).

We will first prove that if one of the conditions (i) or (ii) holds,H(e)∩H(e′)∩H(e′′) is a triangle,
and then, that if the latter is a triangle, one of the conditions must be fulfilled.

The “if” direction: the two cases are identical except fore′ ande′′ switching roles, so without loss
of generality, we restrict ourselves to the first case. Condition (i) (as well as (ii)) implies thatIx < 0,
soI ∈ H(e). Furthermore,e′ ∈ L means thatH(e′) is the halfplane abovel(e′); sinceb′ < b′′, we
have thatI ′ = (0, b′′) lies abovel(e′), and thus, insideH(e′). Likewise, frome′′ ∈ U andb′ < b′′ it
follows thatI ′′ ∈ H(e′′). Hence,H(e) ∩ H(e′) ∩ H(e′′) is a triangle.

The “only-if” direction: supposeH(e)∩H(e′)∩H(e′′) is a triangle, thenI = l(e′)∩l(e′′) ∈ H(e),
that is:Ix = (b′′ − b′)/(a′ − a′′) < 0. This implies that one of the following is true:

(1) a′ < a′′ ∧ b′ < b′′

(2) a′′ < a′ ∧ b′′ < b′

In the first case,I ′ = (0, b′′) lies aboveI ′′ = (0, b′), so the triangle formed by thel(e′), l(e′′), and the
y-axis l(e), is bounded byl(e′) from below and byl(e′′) from above. From the fact that this triangle
lies insideH(e′) andH(e′′), it follows thate′ ∈ L ande′′ ∈ U , fulfilling condition (i) of the Lemma.
In the same manner, we can derive that the second case impliesthat e′ ∈ U ande′′ ∈ L, fulfilling
condition (ii) of the Lemma.

From Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 it follows thate, e′ ande′′ allow a three-point immobility grasp if
and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) l′′1 < r′1 ∧ r′′0 > l′0 ∧ a′′ > a′ ∧ b′′ > b′ ∧ e′ ∈ L ∧ e′′ ∈ U

(ii) l′′1 < r′1 ∧ r′′0 > l′0 ∧ a′′ < a′ ∧ b′′ < b′ ∧ e′ ∈ U ∧ e′′ ∈ L

(iii) l′1 < r′′1 ∧ r′0 > l′′0 ∧ a′′ > a′ ∧ b′′ > b′ ∧ e′ ∈ L ∧ e′′ ∈ U

(iv) l′1 < r′′1 ∧ r′0 > l′′0 ∧ a′′ < a′ ∧ b′′ < b′ ∧ e′ ∈ U ∧ e′′ ∈ L

Since the roles ofe′ ande′′ are interchangeable, we only need to search for triples satisfying condi-
tion (i) or (ii). We can do this with two four-dimensional orthogonal range trees [8] as follows. In the
first tree, store every edgee′′ ∈ U as a four-dimensional point(l′′1 , r′′0 , a′′, b′′). Query this tree with
every edgee′ ∈ L for all points in〈−∞, r′1〉 × 〈l′0,∞〉 × 〈a′,∞〉 × 〈b′,∞〉. In the second tree, store
every edgee′′ ∈ L as a four-dimensional point(l′′1 , r′′0 , a′′, b′′). Query this tree with every edgee′ ∈ U
for all points in〈−∞, r′1〉 × 〈l′0,∞〉 × 〈−∞, a′〉 × 〈−∞, b′〉. Every edgee′′ reported forms a triple
with e ande′ such that three point contacts one, e′ ande′′ will immobilize the polygon.

Now we analyze the time complexity of this algorithm. A four-dimensional orthogonal range tree
can be built inO(n log3 n) time usingO(n log3 n) space, and can be queried inO(log4 n + k) time
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(see Chapter 5.4 in [8]). This can be improved toO(log3 n + k) query time, with the same building
time, using fractional cascading (see Chapter 5.6 in [8]).

We query each tree withO(n) edgese′, for a total building and query time ofO(n log3 n + k) per
tree, and we do this for every edgee, so that the complete search takesO(n2 log3 n + k) time.

Theorem 3.1 Given a polygon withn edges, allK edge triples(e, e′, e′′) such that the polygon can
be immobilized by three frictionless point fingers on the interiors ofe, e′ ande′′, can be computed in
timeO(n2 log3 n + K).

3.2 Immobility Grasps with Two Contacts

If we exploit concave vertices, two contacts can immobilizea simple polygon: one at a concave vertex
p and the other in the interior of an edgee. When a polygon hasn edges andm concave vertices, all
such pairs can be reported in timeO(mn) by simply checking all vertex-edge pairs. Obviously we
want a more efficient algorithm. We could adapt the algorithmin Section 3.1 to find and report only
triples of edges where two edges are in fact reduced to pointsthat coincide on a concave vertex. But
this would cost even more thanO(mn) time. Therefore we develop a specialized algorithm based on
the lemma below.

First, we introduce some notations used in this section. Lete′ ande′′ be the edges incident to
p. Let n′

p be the inward normal toe′, and letn′′
p be the inward normal toe′′. Let Cone(n′

p, n
′′
p) be

{λ′n′
p + λ′′n′′

p|λ′, λ′′ > 0}, that is, the set of all positive linear combinations ofn′
p andn′′

p. In the
same way, let Cone−(n′

p, n
′′
p) be the set of all positive linear combinations of−n′

p and−n′′
p (see

Figure 7(a)). For each edgee, let ne be the inward normal toe, and let the open simplexS(e) be
ŝ(e) ∩ H(e) (see Figure 7 (b).)

Lemma 3.4 Placing two point contacts at a concave vertexp and on an edgee immobilizes a polygon
if and only if:

(i) ne ∈ Cone−(n′
p, n

′′
p), and

(ii) p ∈ S(e).

Proof: Let e′ ande′′ be the adjacent edges top, shrunk onto the vertexp, so thatŝ(e′) is the line
orthogonal toe′ throughp, and ŝ(e′′) is the line orthogonal toe′′ throughp. We will first show
that any three edgese, e′ and e′′ satisfying the above statement must satisfy Lemma 3.1. Since
p = ŝ(e′) ∩ ŝ(e′′) ∈ S(e) ⊂ ŝ(e), we must havês(e) ∩ ŝ(e′) ∩ ŝ(e′′) 6= ∅. Furthermore, since
p ∈ S(e) ⊂ H(e), the intersectionH(e) ∩ H(e′) ∩ H(e′′) 6= ∅. In fact,H(e) ∩ H(e′) ∩ H(e′′) is a
triangle, becausene ∈ Cone−(n′

p, n
′′
p), i.e., the normals ofe, e′ ande′′ span the plane positively.
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Let us now show that any three edgese, e′ ande′′, such thate′ ande′′ are both adjacent to and
shrunk onto a common concave vertexp, ande, e′ ande′′ satisfy Lemma 3.1, must also satisfy the two
conditions above. The common normal intersection condition assures thatp ∈ ŝ(e). The triangular
triple condition, thatH(e)∩H(e′)∩H(e′′) 6= ∅, implies that the normals of the edges span the plane
positively, which proves thatne ∈ Cone−(n′

p, n
′′
p).

For any edgee and any concave vertexp, let θe, θ′p andθ′′p be the angles thatne, −n′
p and−n′′

p,
respectively, make with the positivex-axis. Letθ′p be the smaller angle ofθ′p andθ′′p , i.e. θ′p < θ′′p .
Observe thatne ∈ Cone−(n′

p, n
′′
p) if and only if one of the following is true:

(i) θ′′p − θ′p < π ∧ θe ∈ 〈θ′p, θ′′p〉

(ii) θ′′p − θ′p > π ∧ θe ∈ [−π, θ′p〉 ∪ 〈θ′′p , π].

For a given edgee, we find all concave vertices that have a two-point immobilizing grasp withe.
For this, we store the concave vertices in a data structure that stores pairs of the form(Ip, p), where
Ip is a one-dimensional interval andp is a point in the plane. Each vertexp with θ′′p − θ′p < π is
stored once, as a pair(〈θ′p, θ′′p〉, p). Each vertexp with θ′′p − θ′p > π is stored twice: once as a pair
(〈−∞, θ′p〉, p) and once as(〈θ′′p ,∞〉, p). We query this data structure with each edgee of P , to report
all verticesp stored as a pair(Ip, p) such thatθe ∈ Ip andp ∈ S(e).

The data structure we use is a two-level data structure. The top level is a segment tree [8] on
the intervalsIp. Let X be the set of all begin and end points of intervalsIp to be stored in the
tree, in order of increasing value. A segment tree is a balanced binary tree on the intervals between
consecutive values fromX: each leaf is associated with one such interval. Each internal nodev is
associated with an intervalI(v), which is the union of the intervals of its descendants. Witheach
nodev, we associate a data structureT (v) that stores all pairs(Ip, p) such thatIp containsI(v) but
not I(parent(v)). In our case, the data structuresT (v) will be triangle search structures on the points
p in the pairs(Ip, p). Again, we use the triangle search structure by Matoušek [15], usingO(md)
space to storeO(m) points, for a certain constantd. We will explain later howd is chosen, but in any
case, we will choose it such that1 < d 6 2.

Let us first analyse the time needed to construct the data structure. A simplex range searching
structure can be built in timeO(md logδ m), wherem is the number of points stored,md is the
amount of storage used for them, andδ is any small positive constant [15]. A nodev at depthi in
a segment tree stores intervalsIp that completely containI(v), but notI(parent(v)), which means
that all intervalsIp stored inv must have an endpoint inI(brother(v)). Since the segment tree is
balanced, there are at most2m/2i such intervals. Thus, at each depthi in the segment tree, we have at
most2i nodes storing at most2m/2i intervals each. The time needed to build the complete tree thus
becomesO(m log m) (for the segment tree itself) plus, for the associated triangle search structures,
O(
∑log m

i=0 2iO((m/2i)d logδ(m/2i))). Sinced > 1, the larger triangle search structures dominate,
making a total construction time ofO(md logδ m).

A query with an edgee for matchingp in this multi-level data structure proceeds as follows. We
walk down the segment tree, finding allO(log m) nodesv (one at each depth) such thatI(v) contains
θe. Together, these nodes contain all pairs(Ip, p) such thatIp containsθe. For each of these nodes, we
search the associated triangle search structure, and report the answers. The query time in a simplex
range searching structure onm points withmd storage isO(m(log3 md−1)/

√
md+k). The total time
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for a query in our data structure is therefore

O
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If d = 2, this isO(log4 m + k), otherwise it isO(m(log3 m)/
√

md + k).
Since we don queries, the time for building and querying the data structure adds up toO(md logδ m+

n log4 m + K) (for d = 2) or O(md logδ m + nm(log3 m)/
√

md + K) (for 1 < d < 2).
Let’s now choosed. If m/ log3/2 m 6

√
n, we choosed = 2, and the algorithm runs in

O(n log4 m + K) time. Otherwise, we have
√

n < m/ log3/2 m, so n2/3 log2 m < m4/3, and
thus(mn)2/3 log2 m < m2. Furthermore we haven > m, so certainlyn2/3 log2 m > m1/3, and thus
(mn)2/3 log2 m > m. Hence we can choosed such that1 < d < 2 andmd = (mn)2/3 log2 m, result-
ing in a total running time ofO(md logδ m+nm(log3 m)/

√
md +K) = O((mn)2/3 log2+δ m+K).

Theorem 3.2 Given a polygon withn edges andm concave vertices, allK pairs of an edgee and a
concave vertexp such that the polygon can be immobilized by two frictionlesspoint fingers one and
at p, can be computed in timeO(n log4 m + (mn)2/3 log2+δ m + K).
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